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Appendix E – Geomorphology Supplement
Introduction
The following discussion provides supplemental information characterizing the geomorphology of
the Kootenai River Valley and project reaches. The presented information is largely taken from two
documents including the Kootenai River Conceptual Design (Wildland Hydrology 2008) and Linking
Hydropower Operation to Modified Fluvial Processes Downstream of Libby Dam, Kootenai River,
U.S.A. and Canada (Burke 2006). This appendix is organized in four primary sections: Valley Types
and Historical Stream Types, Stream Types and Altered River Morphology, Streambank Erosion
Evaluation, and Channel Planform Analysis using Aerial Images.
The purpose of this appendix is to present baseline information to support the limiting factors
discussion and analysis presented in Chapter 2. The primary factors that have altered natural and
historical morphological processes in the project area include: 1) river response to altered hydraulics;
2) river response to altered sediment transport; 3) loss of channel and floodplain connection; 4)
reduced channel boundary roughness; and 5) accelerated bank erosion rates.

Valley Types and Historical Stream Types
The following section provides a summary of the valley and stream types present in the project area
using the Rosgen stream type classifications (Rosgen 1994; 1996).
Erosional and depositional processes that form and occur in river valleys produce a range of
morphological features that can be associated with stream channel types. Stream types are an
integration of physical processes involving controlling variables of streamflow, sediment, vegetation,
valley slope, width and other boundary conditions that integrate to form an identifiable river
morphology. Their morphological character allows for prediction of certain unique characteristics
associated with a particular stream type.
Each major stream type has a unique suite of morphological, sedimentological, hydraulic and
biological interpretations (Rosgen 1994; 1996). Explanations of stream types and their valley type
associations are provided in the following sections. Valley type and associated stream types are
presented for the Kootenai River drainage. Table E‐1 provides a summary of valley type, historical
stream types, and existing stream types by reach.
Table E‐1. A summary of valley types, historical stream types, and existing stream types by reach.
Reach Name

Valley Type

Historical Stream Type

Existing Stream Type

Braided 1
Braided 2
Straight
Meander 1
Meander 2
Tributaries

Valley Type VIII
Valley Type VIII
Valley Type VI
Valley Type X
Valley Type X
Valley Types I, III, VI

C or D Stream Type
D Stream Type
F Stream Type
C, E, or DA Stream Type
C, E, or DA Stream Type
A, B, G Stream Types

D Stream Type
D Stream Type
F Stream Type
F Stream Type
F Stream Type
A, B, and G Stream Types
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Valley Type I
A Type I valley is characterized by a V‐shaped, confined, and often structurally‐controlled or fault‐
influenced morphology. High elevational relief, steep slopes, and coarse bed material influence the
channel morphology. Historical stream types found in Type I valleys include A and G stream types
(Rosgen 1996). Type A streams are characterized by steep, entrenched and confined channels
formed in bedrock or coarse material, generally associated with headwater streams and structurally
controlled drainages (Rosgen 1996). Type G streams are described as deeply entrenched, slightly
meandering, step/pool systems formed in a variety of landforms including alluvial fans, landslide
debris, colluvial deposits, and headcut gullies associated with meadows and fluvial terraces (Rosgen
1996). Type I valleys in the Kootenai River project reach are limited to tributary valleys. Historically,
A and G stream types were located in tributary headwaters.
Valley Type II
A Type II valley is characterized by moderate relief, relatively stable, moderate hillslope gradients,
and valley floors that are less than 4 percent in slope. Stable streams in Type II valleys generally have
a low sediment supply and support plane bed channels. Stream types found in Type II valleys
commonly include B stream types, and to a lesser extent, G stream types (Rosgen 1996). Type B
streams are described as moderately entrenched systems developed in relatively narrow, confined
valleys with morphology dominated by rapids and irregularly spaced scour pools (Rosgen 1996). The
stream type is generally considered relatively stable and not a high sediment supply stream channel.
The G stream type is described above for Valley Type I. Type II valleys in the Kootenai River project
reach are limited to tributary valleys. Historically, B and G stream types were located in tributary
systems.
Valley Type III
A Type III valley is depositional with debris‐colluvial or alluvial fan landforms, and valley‐floor slopes
that are moderately steep or greater than 2 percent (Rosgen 1996). Type III valleys support multiple
stream types including A, B, G, and D stream types. D stream types are described as multiple channel
or braided systems characterized by high sediment supply, bank erosion rates and excessive
deposition occurring as bars (Rosgen 1996). Generally, the D channel type is perceived as a
transitional channel form resulting from both anthropogenic and natural disturbance regimes. B and
G stream types, as described for Valley Type II, may also occur but are seen less frequently (Rosgen
1996). Type III valleys in the Kootenai River project reach are limited to tributary valleys. Historically,
A, B, G, and D stream types were located in tributary systems.
Valley Type VI
A Type VI valley is a fault‐line valley and is structurally controlled and dominated by colluvial slope
building processes (Rosgen 1996). Moderate valley floor slopes are typically less than 4 percent. B
stream types are most common in Valley Type VI, though C and F stream types may occupy wider
valley bottoms. G stream types may also occur under disequilibrium conditions. The Straight Reach
through the Bonners Ferry area is classified as a Valley VI type. The historical channel through the
Straight Reach was likely an F stream type. F stream types are entrenched, meandering channels
deeply incised in the valley and bounded by former (abandoned) floodplain surfaces. The dominant
bedforms are typically riffle/pool features.
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Valley Type VIII
Valley Type VIII is commonly identified by the presence of multiple river terraces positioned laterally
along broad valleys with gentle, down‐valley elevation relief. Alluvial terraces and extensive
floodplains are the depositional features which produce high sediment yields to the active stream.
Flood deposited soils overlay alluvium. C and E stream types are common in Type VIII valleys though
D, F, and G stream types may also be encountered.
The area between the Moyie River confluence and Bonners Ferry is a Valley Type VIII. Historically,
the Kootenai River in the Braided Reach was possibly a high width/depth ratio C stream type, or
more likely, a broad active channel with a primary thread and multiple secondary channels. This
channel morphology, a D stream type, was due to large sediment inputs and the occurrence of the
upstream extent of the Kootenay Lake backwater influence.
C stream types are described as slightly entrenched, meandering, riffle/pool channels developed
within broad, vegetated floodplain corridors. Glacial and fluvial terraces typically border the valleys
and represent former (abandoned) floodplain surfaces. The C stream type is generally characterized
by point bars and other depositional features. In contrast, E channel types display very low
width/depth ratios and maintain a high sediment transport capacity, resulting in a general lack of
depositional features compared to the C stream type. The E stream type is most commonly found in
high mountain meadows, deltas, and lacustrine (lake) and alluvial valleys. Characteristics of E
channel features include riffle/pool bedforms and high sinuosity. Given the broad range of
landforms, E channels can occur in materials ranging from silt and clay to cobble (Rosgen 1996).
Valley Type X
Valley Type X is very broad with very low relief and is mostly constructed with alluvial materials
originating from both riverine and lacustrine deposition processes (Rosgen 1996). Landforms
commonly observed as Valley Type X are coastal plains, broad lacustrine expanses, and/or alluvial
flats. Common streams types found in Type X valleys include C, E, and DA stream types. Where
streams have been impacted, G and F stream types may be found. The Meander Reach is
characterized by Type X Valley. Historically, the channel was likely a C, E channel or DA channel in the
Meander Reach. DA stream types are highly interconnected channel systems formed in cohesive
soils materials and exhibiting wetland environments with stable channels and islands. The multi
channel pattern displays a wide range of channel widths and depths.
Valley Type Distribution
The valley types associated with the various locations of the mainstem Kootenai River and its
tributaries vary throughout its length. The reach spanning from Libby Dam downstream to near the
Moyie River confluence is an inter‐gorge, Valley Type IV, which is geologically entrenched (vertically
contained) and laterally contained with meander width ratios less than two. As the valley widens
downstream of the Moyie River confluence, the valley type changes in the vicinity of the braided
reach to a terraced/alluvial valley (Valley Type VIII). Across from the town of Bonners Ferry is a
structurally‐controlled Valley Type VI with bedrock outcrops between the bridges and Ambush Rock.
The valley type below Ambush Rock becomes a glacio‐lacustrine valley (Valley Type X). The
tributaries vary from steep, entrenched valleys (Valley Type I), colluvial valleys (Valley Type II), alluvial
fans (Valley Type III), terraced/alluvial valleys (Valley Type VIII) and glaciolacustrine valleys (Valley
Type X).
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Stream Types and Altered River Morphology
The following discussion highlights the existing stream types and how the Kootenai River has been
affected by the altered hydrology and modified valley and channel morphologies. Stream types are
presented according to reach.
Braided Reach
As the valley widens below the Moyie River confluence and the valley type changes to a broad,
terraced, alluvial Valley Type VIII, a D4 stream type (gravel‐dominated, multiple‐thread, braided
channel) occurs. The D4 stream type persists for approximately 6.5 miles to the U.S. Highway 95
bridge. This reach is characterized by sediment deposition and lateral channel migration. The slope
of the upper reach of the braided channel is 0.0005 ft/ft. In the vicinity of Bonners Ferry the slope
varies between 0.0001 ft/ft and 0.0005 ft/ft depending on the extent of the backwater.
The energy slope of the lower braided reach is influenced by backwater from Kootenay Lake, which
decreases the energy gradient by an order of magnitude. In pre‐dam periods, the sediment yield was
higher than present due to both the Libby and the Moyie River dams. The drop in gradient with the
corresponding change in valley type would naturally be associated with sediment deposition and a
drop in stream power, inducing a braided river morphology. It is likely that the historical morphology
of this reach has been in this form since the Holocene period. The current condition of this reach and
change in controlling variables is discussed Section 2 of the report.
Straight Reach
The Straight Reach between the U.S. 95 Bridge and below Ambush Rock is a geologically controlled
F4/5/1 (a sand invaded‐gravel bed, entrenched, confined, high width/depth ratio, low gradient stream
type). Highway U.S. 95 and the railroad bridge cross the Kootenai River at this location due to the
narrow, stable nature of the Kootenai River. The slope in this reach varies between 0.00002 ft/ft and
0.0001 ft/ft depending on the extent of the backwater and is associated with a bedrock controlled
bed and several outcrops influence lateral containment. The valley type is a structurally‐controlled
Valley Type VI. This reach contains the deepest pool in the project area located at the meander bend
at Ambush Rock.
Meander Reach
Less than a mile downstream of Ambush Rock, the valley type changes to a Type X, or lacustrine
valley, and the associated stream type is an F5. The F5 stream type is an entrenched and confined
sand‐bed channel with a high width/depth ratio with slopes less than 0.00003 ft/ft (at low Kootenay
Lake levels). This is the remnant of the glacial lake that previously existed then subsequently filled‐in
with silt and clay with discontinuous shallow layers of gravel river alluvium. The stream type may
have been a DA5 (multiple channel/anastomosed with cohesive streambanks, wetlands and oxbow
channels and lakes) or an E5 (highly sinuous, single‐thread channel with a well‐developed floodplain,
cohesive banks and extensive riparian vegetation). Well‐developed natural sand levees are apparent
along the channel banks in the Meander Reaches and were formed by pre‐dam depositional
processes.
The existing stream type is an entrenched, vertically contained, meandering F5 channel. The current
channel morphology was created by changes in flow regulation, dike construction (dikes) and
channel dredging. Characteristics of this stream type are excessive streambank erosion, down‐valley
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meander migration and tributary rejuvenation (channel incision or headcuts due to the lowering of
local base level and alteration of dimension, pattern and profile of the tributary streams).

Tributary Stream Types
A2/1 Stream Type
A2/1 stream types are deeply entrenched and very confined channels with low width/depth ratios and
cascading and step/pool morphology (Rosgen 1996). These stream types are associated with steep,
narrow valleys (Valley Types I and VI) and are located within the tributaries to the Kootenai River. An
example of an A2/1, boulder‐dominated, bedrock‐controlled, steep, cascading, step/pool morphology
that is totally entrenched and laterally confined in a structurally‐controlled valley (Valley Type VI), is
the Moyie River downstream from the Moyie River dam.
G3/G4 Stream Types
The cobble/gravel gullies are entrenched channels associated with headcuts due to tributary
rejuvenation, or are incised due to local base level from the lowering of the Kootenai River from
dredging, or are incised in active alluvial fan deposits. The tributary reaches to the Kootenai River
comprise a variety of stream and valley types; many are Valley Type III (alluvial fans) and G channels
incised in fan deposits. Many of the G channels have been caused by straightening and channelizing
the streams near their mouth as they enter the Kootenai River. Additionally, changes in the Kootenai
River’s base elevation and lower flood stages may have also resulted in tributary rejuvenation.
Tributary incision at respective confluences with the Kootenai River is possibly due to multiple
factors depending on tributary location. First, if the Kootenai River channel was dredged, the base
elevation would now be lower than historically. Secondly, lower flood elevations would result in a
larger vertical drop from the tributary to the Kootenai River, facilitating tributary erosion.

Streambank Erosion Evaluation
Streambank erosion in the project area was evaluated using the methodologies outlined in
Watershed Assessment of River Stability and Sediment Supply (Wildland Hydrology 2008).
Specifically, the Bank Assessment for Non‐point Source Consequences of Sediment (BANCS) model
was used to predict and estimate bank erosion rates within the project area (Rosgen, 1996, 2001b,
2006b). The BANCS model uses two bank erosion estimation tools including the Bank Erosion
Hazard Index (BEHI) and Near‐Bank Stress (NBS) ratings.
The BEHI procedure integrates multiple factors which have a direct impact on streambank erosion,
including the following parameters (Wildland Hydrology 2008):


Ratio of streambank height to bankfull stage;



Ratio of riparian vegetation rooting depth to streambank height;



Degree of rooting density;



Composition of streambank materials;



Streambank angle;



Bank material stratigraphy; and



Bank surface protection afforded by woody debris and vegetation.
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NBS determinations were made to evaluate energy distribution in the near‐bank region. To
determine NBS ratings within the project area reaches, one or more of the following seven methods
were used (Wildland Hydrology 2008):


Channel pattern, transverse bar or split channel/central bar creating high velocity gradient in
the near‐bank region;



Ratio of radius of curvature to bankfull width;



Ratio of pool slope to average water surface slope;



Ratio of pool slope to riffle slope;



Ratio of near‐bank maximum depth to bankfull mean depth;



Ratio of near‐bank shear stress to bankfull shear stress; and



Velocity isovels.

The BEHI procedure uses numeric weighting of parameters to separate bank erosion rates into
categories of extreme, high, medium and low BEHI. Combined with the NBS ratings, the categories
provide a relative comparison of bank erosion rates for a range of potential site conditions.
Measured bank erosion rates can be used to develop site specific bank erosion prediction tools.
Figure E‐1 presents the Kootenai River bank erosion data for the High BEHI category along with
prediction curves developed from Colorado and Yellowstone River data (Wildland Hydrology 2008).

Figure E‐1. High BEHI rating curve. Measured bank erosion data were used to develop site‐specific prediction tools for
estimating sediment loading from bank erosion.
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Figure E‐2 includes a map of estimated BEHI ratings for streambanks in the project reaches.

Figure E‐2. Map of BEHI ratings, by reach, for streambanks in the project area.
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As shown, approximately 54% of the streambanks in the project area were characterized by extreme
and high BEHI ratings. Streambanks in the moderate and low BEHI categories comprised 30% and 16%
of the project area, respectively. Figure E‐2 presents existing condition BEHI ratings and percent of
reach represented by each rating category. As noted, approximately 27% and 16% of Braided Reach 2
is comprised of streambanks with extreme and high BEHI ratings, respectively. In Braided Reach 1,
approximately 28% of the reach was characterized by extreme and high BEHI rating categories. BEHI
ratings in the Straight Reach were the lowest in the project area due to extensive bank armoring and
channelization that has occurred from Bonners Ferry downstream to Meander Reach 1.

Figure E‐3. Existing condition BEHI ratings for streambanks in the project area, stratified by project reach.

Based on the estimated BEHI ratings, annual bank erosion rates in the project reaches were
estimated and multiplied by the bank height and corresponding bank length of similar condition,
providing an estimate of cubic yards and tons of sediment per year delivered to the project area.
Estimated loading values were compared to predicted values based on erosion rates from Colorado
data for streams formed in sedimentary geology (Rosgen, 1996, 2001a, 2006b). Table E‐2
summarizes predicted and estimated tons of sediment per year supplied to the project area reaches
from streambank related sources of sediment. A comparison of the predicted and estimated values
by reach is presented in Figure E‐4. Estimated values for Braided Reach 1 and Braided Reach 2 were
6.2% and 18.5% lower than predicted values, respectively. Estimated sediment loading in the Straight
Reach was 15.9% greater than the predicted value of 3,125 tons/year. In Meander Reach 1 and
Meander Reach 2, estimated sediment loading was 9.6% and 30.3% greater than predicted values,
respectively.
Of the total estimated annual sediment loading from all streambank related sources in the project
area, Meander Reach 2 accounted for approximately 70% of the total load, or 309,225 tons/year.
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Meander Reach 1 and Braided Reach 2 contributed an estimated 61,256 tons/year and 46,785
tons/year, respectively. Streambank sources of sediment in the Straight Reach contributed the least
amount of estimated sediment, approximately 3,625 tons/year.
Table E‐2. Comparison of predicted (Colorado) and estimated (Kootenai) bank erosion regimes for
Kootenai River reaches.
Colorado

Kootenai

tons/yr

tons/ft/yr

tons/yr

tons/ft/yr

% Difference
(tons/yr)

Braided 1

20,719

0.35

19,438

0.33

‐6.2

Braided 2

57,429

1.29

46,785

1.05

‐18.5

Straight

3,126

0.27

3,625

0.31

15.9

Meander 1

55,863

0.54

61,256

0.59

9.6

Meander 2

237,228

0.61

309,225

0.80

30.3

Total

374,365

Reach

440,329

17.6

Figure E‐4. Comparison of predicted and measured bank erosion rates for the Kootenai River project area by reach
(Wildland Hydrology 2008).

Channel Planform Analysis
Planform geometry of the project area was evaluated for several time periods including 1862‐1865
(General Land Office survey notes), 1934, and 2006. Planimetric measurements including including
radius of curvature, meander wavelength, channel belt width, and bankfull width were measured
using aerial photography complemented by field survey methods described by Langbein and
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Leopold (1966) and Thorne, 1997. A schematic illustrating the planform measurements is provided in
Figure E‐5. Results by reach are presented in Table E‐3. Additional discussion on reach‐specific
planform trends is provided in Chapter 2.

Figure E‐5. Illustration of channel planform metrics.

Summary of Historical Aerial Photo Analysis
Table E‐3 summarizes percent change in channel planform indices for the Kootenai River project area
based on analysis of the Government Land Office maps, 1934, and 2006 aerial photographs.
In Braided Reach 1, meander belt width and bankfull width have changed most significantly,
decreasing by 7.6% and 22.3%, respectively, over the analysis period. In Braided Reach 2, meander
cutoff development compounded by levee construction and floodplain development has
contributed to the reduction in the meander belt width over time. As described in Section 2.4, the
most significant planform changes in the Meander Reach is related to the lateral constraints imposed
on the channel and floodplain by levees. In Meander Reach 1, meander belt width has decreased
from an average of 6,695 ft in 1862‐1865 to 910 feet in 1934, a reduction of 86.4%. Similarly, values in
Meander Reach 2 decreased from 4,070 feet in 1862‐1865 to 2,256 feet in 1934, a 44.5% reduction.
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Figure E‐6, Figure E‐7 and Figure E‐8 include GLO and aerial photograph comparisons for the period
of record for Braided Reach 1, Meander Reach 1, and Meander Reach 2, respectively. Planform
metrics are summarized in stacked bar charts showing the average reach values for 1862/1865, 1934
and 2006. Due to the resolution of the 2006 aerial photo series, 2004 aerial photos were selected to
provide greater resolution of the channel and floodplain corridor.
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Figure E‐6. Channel planform trend analysis for the Braided Reach from 1862/1865 through 2004. A comparison of
channel planform geometry values over the period of record is provided in the stacked bar charts.
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Figure E‐7. Channel planform trend analysis for Meander Reach 1 from 1862/1865 through 2004. A comparison of
channel planform geometry values over the period of record is provided in the stacked bar charts.
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Figure E‐8. Channel planform trend analysis for Meander Reach 2 from 1862/1865 through 2004. A comparison of
channel planform geometry values over the period of record is provided in the stacked bar chart.
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